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ay a number of things that  are 
from your corrections of my in 
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Closure Axioms 
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can occur. If two y and their  domains  overlap  then 
the axiom  requires  identical on the common  domain, 
that is, on the commo 

y far the strongest  axiom  is the last one, the prefere~ce or choice 

in place  of another just on the basis  of  Obligation and without 
any  consideration of utility.  This  means that whenever  there are any 
acts that are obli e events on which  they are conditioned 
have  onn null pro obligation dominates all other consider- 
ations of utility.  Utility or desira~il~~y  mld enter  only in choosing 
between  two  obligatory  acts whose con  events had equal prob- 
ability of occurring The seco 1s axiom,  which  represents 
a strong assumption,  is that t sis for choice  among  obligatory 
acts is the probability sf the events’  occurring.  This 
the axism answers in a very strong form the question left  unanswered by 

is  axiom  asserts that one act will  be preferre 
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to the obligation to make an effort to prevent harm to a  child.  The 
present  choice  axiom  clearly  does not differentiate  between  these  two 

hat seems to be  needed  is an additional structure of  preference or 
ice on obligations  independent of considerations of information. 

the seriousness or im- 
foresee  difficulties, for if 

words, it will not be sufkient 
of seriousness.  However, 

chica1 problem,  namely, we can think of 
igatory  act, and then  compute 

tion with  respect to the subjective 
details of this additional develop- 

nsion of the simpler  theory 
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hod for building up preferred 'co 

the set of all acts f such  that  the MOD off is 
8. Then F is w ~ ~ ~ l y  ordered by 2, i.e., 2 is 

esent theory with the view  of obligatory  acts 
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E 9, but not con- 

heory are already 
der  von  Wright’s 

six laws of commitment. The first one asserts that 8 A  & 

entation and intersection 

nction~t~eoreti~ 
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REM 19. If Op and S(@ n 
Proof: By hypothesis f I A is in g 

20. a f  O(9p -+ p )  then Op. 
WS at ~ n c e  from the Boolean  identity - ~ p  4 p = p .  

the theorems that have just been  proved it is clear 
of k-acts is somewhat  stronger than von Wri 



e 1951 article. T 
on in terms of ob1 



seriousness has  already been 
‘ng a hierarchy of serisus- 
lgations, is as yet mainly 


